Payment Reduction Warning
MDS 3.0 October 1, 2018

For select assessment questions, a dash, while permitted as an answer, will trigger a warning. These will
be sections where CMS would expect a dash to be used rarely. You may still answer with a dash, but
realize that doing so too often, can jeopardize your payment.
Although this is a CMS change effective for October 2018, CMS has made it a retroactive change back to
1/1/17. Therefore, you may see this change when working on any assessment with an ARD of 1/1/17 or
later.
Example 1: Section GG
CMS expects you to place a value into all admission and discharge performance goals. A dash in any of
these fields will turn that single field yellow. If you mouse hover over the field, you will see the warning
message.
You are also expected to have at least one discharge goal. Failure to have a value in at least one of the
goal fields, will turn them all yellow until one goal is answered.

If you did not evaluate all performance measures or you did not set a goal, placing dashes in those fields
would be a truthful answer and you should answer the questions that way. Doing so too often,
however, may lead to a decrease in your payment determination of two percentage points.
Example 2: Section J
As you complete the section regarding falls, when answering Question J1800 with a one to indicate a
fall, CMS expects you to answer all of Question J1900. If you dash Question J1900C, it will trigger a
yellow warning. This is illustrated below:
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What should we do when we see the warning?
When you see the yellow warning, you should check through your documentation to see if any
information exists within your look-back period that would allow you to answer the question. Read
through Progress Notes, interview staff, etc. If you do not, a dash is a valid answer and should be used.
Then, you will want to evaluate your policies to see if you can make a change in documentation
procedures so that you minimize the need to use the dash going forward.
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